Emergency Response
When catastrophic events occur, a time-critical response is essential.
H&M’s crews can be contracted to mobilize within hours. Across
the nation, the firm has fully equipped fleets with the most advanced
equipment, to be called upon to respond wherever disaster strikes.
H&M is expertly prepared to do the work that’s needed when ice
and snow storms, tornadoes, hurricanes, heavy winds, and unforeseen
events wreak havoc.
H&M executes rapid restoration for clients by assessing the situation,
prioritizing actions, and strategically deploying resources to protect
lives and prevent further damage. Highly trained and qualified
technical and labor teams rise to the challenge, making damaged
sites safe and restoring power.
The firm has the capabilities to restore energized and de-energized
transmission and distribution infrastructure and return power and
stable conditions to storm-ravaged communities. Crews work
rigorous hours in the most extreme conditions to keep people
safe and ensure businesses and vital services are operating.

PERFORMANCE HAS BUILT OUR BUSINESS —THE BUSINESS OF CONNECTIONS.

Emergency Response
& Recovery Services
• Distribution Line Repair & Rebuild
• Transmission Line Repair & Rebuild
• Substation Repair & Rebuild
• Fiber Optic Line Repair
• Emergency Road Clearance
• Energized Construction Repair
• Damage & Hazard Assessment

EMERGENCY RESPONSE

Commitment to Safety
Henkels & McCoy (H&M) extends safety to every aspect of work. Safety
drives the development of impeccable work practices and is at the core
of the way behavior is observed, communicated, and investigated.
H&M follows a daily safety management system of leading and
lagging indicators, including coaching observation trends, work
site audits, good catch and near miss reports, corrective action
follow-ups, total recordable incident rates, days away, and restricted
duty and transfers. With these indicators, H&M performs trend
analysis and program validation of safety performance. This
vigilant evaluation and implementation of company and
industry-wide best practices make certain H&M maintains
the absolute highest safety standards to protect our
workers, our clients, and the community. H&M’s daily
mission is to ensure “Nobody Gets Hurt!”

About
Henkels & McCoy is an industry-leading utility construction
firm providing critical infrastructure design, construction,
and maintenance services for the power, oil & gas pipeline,
gas distribution, and communications markets throughout
North America. Founded in 1923, Henkels & McCoy adapts
over 95 years of experience to the dynamic and evolving
infrastructure needs of today. Henkels & McCoy has been
recognized with an E. I. DuPont Safety Excellence Award
and is a founding member of the Electrical Transmission
& Distribution Partnership, a collaborative industry
partnership working to reduce fatalities, injuries, and
illnesses in the electric line construction industry.
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To learn more about our service offerings and H&M’s
commitment to safety, quality, and performance,
please contact us or visit our website.

www.henkels.com
marketing@henkels.com

